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ABSTRACT
Although information workers may complain about meetings, they are an essential part of their work life. Consequently, busy people spend a significant amount of time scheduling meetings. We present Calendar.help, a system that provides fast, efficient scheduling through structured workflows. Users interact with the system via email, delegating their scheduling needs to the system as if it were a human personal assistant. Common scheduling scenarios are broken down using well-defined workflows and completed as a series of microtasks that are automated when possible and executed by a human otherwise. Unusual scenarios fall back to a trained human assistant who executes them as unstructured macrotasks. We describe the iterative approach we used to develop Calendar.help, and share the lessons learned from scheduling thousands of meetings during a year of real-world deployments. Our findings provide insight into how complex information tasks can be broken down into repeatable components that can be executed efficiently to improve productivity.
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INTRODUCTION
Scheduling a meeting can feel like a frustrating distraction from the things that matter, so much so that some professionals hire assistants to help with the task. Many others would like to have scheduling help, but cannot afford a full time assistant and thus turn to software solutions. Most calendaring tools, however, are too rigid to handle the wide variation in people’s meeting needs, and are particularly cumbersome when attendees need to coordinate multiple schedules while each using their own individual tool and approach.

We present Calendar.help, a service that allows people to schedule meetings as if they were working with a human assistant while automating and structuring many aspects of the task behind the scenes. Calendar.help subscribers interact with the system by emailing Cal, their virtual assistant. For example, if Bob, a Calendar.help subscriber, wanted to meet with Alice, he could email her and cc Cal:

“Alice, can we get together sometime next week to discuss the CHI reviews? Cc’ing Cal to help us find a time.
—Bob”

Cal, the assistant, would then follow up directly with Alice, handling all of the back-and-forth emails necessary to find an acceptable meeting time and finalize the details (e.g., location, contact information, etc.). Cal would then create a meeting on the subscriber’s calendar and automatically send an invitation to Alice. By building on the familiar practice of copying an assistant when asking for help, Calendar.help provides a useful service that does not force people to change how they currently work or interact with others.

Calendar.help efficiently and robustly handles a broad range of calendaring needs by structuring and automating incoming requests whenever possible. As shown in Figure 1, task execution is organized into three tiers. Common scheduling tasks are broken down using well-defined workflows into a
series of microtasks (e.g., identifying the location of a meeting) that are executed automatically (Tier 1) or manually (Tier 2). Uncommon or complex scenarios, such as re-scheduling, are done by a scheduling expert as macrotasks (Tier 3). This approach makes the execution of simple requests efficient, and the execution of complex requests possible.

The main contributions of this work are the design, deployment, and study of Calendar.help, a production-quality system used by hundreds of people to schedule thousands of real-world meetings for a year. Unlike earlier approaches, the system supports people’s existing calendaring tools and idiosyncrasies by adopting email as its primary user interface and conversation as its primary mode of interaction. We introduce a novel architecture that seamlessly combines automation, microtasking, and macrotask execution to produce a responsive and scalable scheduling assistant, and demonstrate its value through large-scale field deployments.

RELATED WORK
Scheduling meetings is a difficult task that requires communication, coordination, and negotiation among multiple parties [12], where each person may have conflicting availability, and each may use different, non-interoperable tools [3]. The negotiation is itself complex, as meeting times and locations are resources often governed by intricate constraints and external dependencies [30]. Furthermore, the parties may be geographically dispersed, introducing additional constraints due to time zone differences and the need for communication technologies for remote meetings [31]. This negotiation often needs to occur asynchronously, sometimes requiring several days for the parties to reach consensus [9, 10]. Once a meeting is scheduled, it needs continuous maintenance, as new events often prompt meeting updates and re-schedules.

Some people hire assistants to delegate their scheduling needs [9], and, in a study of administrative assistants, all but one reported that most of their work was scheduling related [35]. But although research shows that people are more productive when they delegate tasks such as scheduling and replace them with higher-value ones [4], most people cannot afford to hire an assistant. The vast majority of information workers resort to scheduling their meetings themselves using a variety of tools. Some people use shared calendars to mitigate the burden of coordinating meetings [19], but this requires that attendees share their availability openly [20] or use compatible calendaring systems [36]. Further, popular web-based coordination tools like Doodle face challenges around participants’ social norms and values [19]. Despite the myriad of scheduling tools available, a survey of information workers found that 80% of people use email for scheduling [8]. This and other findings have led researchers to stress the need to integrate the communication and calendaring functions of digital tools [9].

Artificial intelligence researchers have explored automated approaches to identify mutually convenient times for meetings [5], and, more broadly, to delegate tasks commonly done by assistants to software agents [14, 25, 27, 28, 39]. However, it has been difficult for these systems to capture the nuances of what people want when they schedule meetings, limiting the usefulness of these completely-automated approaches. A hybrid intelligence approach is an alternative that leverages human and machine intelligence, often combining microtask workflows with automation [17].

Microtask workflows are being increasingly used to accomplish complex, multi-step tasks [22], such as taxonomy creation [7], itinerary planning [38], writing [33], and even real-time conversations [24]. Workflows have even been used to assemble flash teams of expert workers of different specialties [29]. Prior work has demonstrated several advantages to breaking a monolithic task into microtasks, including making tasks easier for workers to complete [32], producing higher quality outcomes [16], reducing coordination and collaboration overheads [33], and facilitating partial automation of a larger task [18]. Emerging services such as Facebook M [13], X.ai and Clara Labs [15, 26] use a combination of automation and human labor while providing users with a seamless experience. However, very little has been shared about how these systems actually work and are used.

Bardram and Bossen argue that it is difficult for a single information system to support the ‘web of coordinative artifacts’ that people employ to schedule their meetings [3]. Our goal with Calendar.help is not to obviate this network of interdependent scheduling tools and processes, but rather to introduce a flexible and adaptive virtual assistant that can navigate it on a person’s behalf using a conversational approach over email. We accomplish this with a novel architecture that seamlessly combines automation, structured microtask workflows, and unstructured macrotasks.

THE CALENDAR.HLP SYSTEM
User Experience
People subscribe to Calendar.help at http://calendar.help by providing their email address and some default meeting preferences, such as their preferred meeting length. They also authenticate their Microsoft or Google accounts using OAuth¹ to grant the system permission to access their online calendars. Subscribers then primarily interact with the system through email by including the Calendar.help virtual scheduling assistant in meeting-related email conversations. While we used a variety of names for the assistant throughout our user studies, for simplicity we refer to it as Cal in this paper.

The Calendar.help system engages when a subscriber emails or cc’s Cal at cal@calendar.help. When Cal first learns about a meeting, it identifies the meeting constraints based on information provided in the originating email message, and the subscriber’s calendar availability and meeting preferences. Given these constraints, Cal then sends a ‘ballot email’ to invitees with potential meeting times available in the subscriber’s calendar (e.g., “Alice, I checked Bob’s calendar and these times are available: Wed Sep 20 at 9am, […] —Cal”).

If none of the proposed time options work, Cal continues to negotiate with the attendees to determine other time options until the meeting is scheduled. Cal follows up with invitees by sending up to two reminders at appropriate intervals if invitees have not replied to the ballot.

¹A standard for delegated access to resources: https://oauth.net/.
Once invitees reply to Cal with their choice (e.g., “Great. Wednesday at 9 works! —Alice”), Cal adds the meeting to the subscriber’s calendar, and sends a notification email to the subscriber and the invitees. The message to the invitees contains a machine-readable invitation² they can use to add the event to their preferred calendaring tool.

Cal aims to reduce the burden of reading unnecessary email by communicating directly with individual people rather than emailing everyone at once. Although Cal may send many emails in the process of scheduling a meeting, individuals only see a small slice of the total communication. Even complex scenarios follow this principle. When coordinating with multiple attendees, handling failed ballots, rescheduling or cancelling a meeting, or collecting contact information from invitees, people are only included when required.

Architecture

A central component of Calendar.help is a scheduling workflow that specifies all the interactions between Cal, the meeting organizer, and the invitees, encapsulating our domain knowledge acquired during the iterative design of the system. One of the main goals of the workflow is to gather information about the meeting from the attendees to ensure it is scheduled as requested and according to everyone’s availability. In doings so, the workflow encodes several aspects for processing a scheduling request, including the timing and content of Cal’s emails to attendees, and procedures for extracting information from attendee responses to determine when to schedule a meeting.

In order for Cal to participate in complex communications about scheduling with high reliability, we designed a three-tiered architecture that balances access to skilled human assistance as needed, with a path towards automation through microtasking, as illustrated in Figure 1. The workflow specifies rules for how requests are handled across these three tiers, and processes them in two modes: as structured microtasks (Tiers 1 and 2), and unstructured macrotasks (Tier 3). In Tiers 1 and 2, each atomic information gathering component is implemented as a microtask, a small, self-contained unit of work with a fixed input (e.g., an email message, or the organizer’s calendar availability), and a fixed output (e.g., the meeting duration, or a phone number). In Tier 3, the scheduling macrotask is executed by an expert worker, empowered to schedule the meeting following certain guidelines and their own expertise.

Each microtask is automated when possible by the machine learning, natural language processing, or heuristic-based components contained in Tier 1. If these automated components produce low-confidence results, or if there is no automation in place at all for a particular microtask, the workflow allocates the microtask to a non-expert human worker in Tier 2. If this non-expert worker cannot complete the microtask because, for example, the task input does not match what is being asked, or the scenario at hand is still unaccounted for in the workflow, the request is packaged as a macrotask and sent to an expert worker in Tier 3.

This architecture allows task execution to be escalated to higher, more capable, and generally more expensive tiers as the lower tiers fail. Figure 2 shows a simplified example of a workflow used by Calendar.help with several escalation points highlighted. The main objective of this design is to maintain a reliable user experience from day one, while affording efficiency gains over time, as historical usage data can directly inform future designs to mitigate escalations. New microtasking workflows can be designed by analyzing historical macrotask escalation points and reducing the frequency of macrotask escalations in future versions. Additionally, as workers execute microtasks, the system collects a corpus of labeled data to train new machine learning components and improve existing heuristics for automating microtasks.

Figure 2. A simplified version of the structured workflow’s main phases: determining the type of request, extracting essential information, coordinating times and scheduling the meeting. At each point, lack of essential information or unexpected behavior can be handled in macrotasks.

Tier 1: Automatic Microtask Execution

The automatic execution of microtasks relies on a combination of machine learning (ML), natural language processing (NLP), and heuristic-based components. Well-studied NLP techniques such as intent detection, entity extraction [11, 1], and slot filling [37] are suitable for processing the email associated with a microtask and gathering relevant information from emails to automate microtasks, such as the meeting duration or time options. ML can also be used to model a microtask, predicting the task output given its input and training data, and also for modelling confidence estimates of various inferences the system makes, driving workflow decision making across tiers. Additionally, heuristics can be used to automate commonly occurring microtask scenarios, for example, when Cal receives an email, the system attempts to automatically determine whether the message relates to an existing request or a new one using a set of hard-coded heuristics, including, searching properties of the email header.

The initial versions of Calendar.help discussed in this paper have limited ML or NLP-based automation deployed in production settings, which require high precision to meet users’ demands for quality. In this work we highlight initial results that illustrate how data collected from the system can bootstrap initial ML and NLP-based automation efforts.

**Tier 2: Manual Microtask Execution**

The microtasks that Calendar.help cannot execute automatically are listed on an in-house online microtasking platform similar to Amazon Mechanical Turk. For example, if Calendar.help fails to classify whether an incoming message relates to an existing meeting, a worker is asked to provide this classification. All manual microtasks are presented with a consistent three-part design pattern. The originating email message is shown on the left side, and actions (such as options to choose from or text fields to complete) are shown on the right. In the case of email classification, the worker will be given options that include, “The message is about a new meeting,” or “The message is about an existing meeting.” The interface is designed to show only the information necessary to execute the specific microtask. If a microtask cannot be completed using the information provided, workers are also given the option to click a button labeled, “I can’t answer.” This causes the task to escalate to Tier 3. After completing a microtask, workers are given the next microtask in the queue.

**Tier 3: Manual Macrotask Execution**

Macrotasks are also listed as tasks on an in-house platform and assigned to workers with scheduling expertise. The macrotask displays all of the messages related to the meeting that have been relayed between Cal and the invitees, any the information collected thus far, the organizer’s anonymized calendar, and the details of the meeting invitation if one has already been sent. Workers are asked to use their skills to determine the best next course of action for the meeting and execute it. Possible actions include sending a message to a participant asking for more details, sending the meeting invitation if all the necessary information has been collected, canceling the meeting, updating a meeting invitation with new details, or simply pushing the task back in the queue if a response is still required from a participant. After completing a macrotask, workers are given the next macrotask in the queue.

For the sake of simplicity, in the studies discussed in this paper, we used the same worker pool for tasks in Tiers 2 and 3, though we maintained a separate task queue for each tier to maintain componentization of the work. Additionally, instead of the market-place approach to online task completion where a task is listed and workers are paid per task completed, we hired workers in shifts, who continually monitor our task queues and are paid hourly. Workers are required to sign a non-disclosure agreement to ensure confidentiality. Future work in this area will address anonymization of user data, so that workers can complete scheduling tasks while maintaining user privacy.

**Implementation**

The management of tasks across tiers is executed by an event-driven workflow engine run in a distributed manner on Azure compute nodes, utilizing the Azure Service Bus distributed queue capabilities for firing and distributing events. The engine manages the execution of workflow tasks by building a dependency graph and ensuring that these tasks are executed in the right order. It also handles running both synchronous and asynchronous tasks in a uniform manner, masking this complexity from the workflow developer. The engine takes care of pausing workflow execution and persisting the state in Azure persistent stores to free resources. Then, when the asynchronous output is available, which is indicated by an external event, the engine loads the state and resumes execution from the point at which it previously stopped. The assistant’s mailbox is managed using the Exchange Web Services API via Microsoft Bot Framework.

As a means of facilitating iterative design improvements based on user feedback, workflow versioning allows the system to continue serving long running requests, like meeting requests that typically take days to complete, while maintaining the ability to deploy new versions with new functionality and otherwise breaking changes. Older requests continue to be served by the older versions, while newer versions handle new requests.

**EVALUATION**

We evaluated Calendar.help through a series of user studies conducted over the course of an 18-month period, summarized in Table 1. Each study assessed different aspects of the system at different levels of maturity. As we learned from our users’ experiences we made iterative improvements.

**Study 1: Wizard of Oz Study**

Purpose: Prior to implementing software, we conducted a Wizard of Oz study [21] to determine how people delegate scheduling to an email-based assistant in a naturalistic context. The goal was to generate initial specifications for the scheduling workflows and validate basic interaction assumptions.

Participants: We recruited 11 “busy information workers” in various occupations, who had above-average scheduling demands, and who did not have access to an administrative assistant. Participants included a wedding florist and a small business owner in Seattle, a hospital administrator in California, and an emergency management program manager in Nebraska. Over the course of two weeks, participants were required to schedule at least five meetings a week using Calendar.help, for which they received a $100 USD gratuity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3a</th>
<th>Study 3b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiz. of Oz</td>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>7 to 14 days</td>
<td>Open usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratuity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invites</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emails</td>
<td>2,638</td>
<td>1,723</td>
<td>8,884</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of our evaluations of Calendar.help.

3http://botframework.com
Table 2. Usage summary of the 10 most active users in Study 3b. Out of all 178 users, the average user scheduled 2.1 meetings per week over the course of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Num weeks</th>
<th>Meetings</th>
<th>Meetings per week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**System:** Each participant was given a unique email address for their assistant to include on scheduling requests (e.g. Alice’s assistant was at meet.alice@calendar.help). Emails sent to any of the 11 assistant addresses would forward to the same inbox, where a set of email rules sorted them into separate folders for each participant. We then hired six expert scheduling assistants through the freelancing platform Upwork who were given access to the central email inbox mentioned above. These experts were paid above U.S. minimum wage rates ($15 USD or more per hour), depending on the market dynamics. Each participant’s mailbox folder provided the full history of interactions for each participant and their meeting invitees. This helped workers isolate the context of the participant’s meetings. Workers were staffed in shifts, sharing critical information across shifts through a system of folders, tags, and a shared online notebook.

**Study 2: Usability Study**

**Purpose:** To test the viability of Calendar.help and to make basic design improvements, we conducted a usability study where we deployed a primitive version of the system built using the three-tiered architecture described already.

**Participants:** We recruited 24 participants, including some from the first study. Again, we tried to recruit information workers who had meeting scheduling needs. Participants received a $100 USD gratuity, and were, once again, required to schedule at least five meetings a week using Calendar.help over the course of a one- or two-week study period.

**System:** Instead of using a shared inbox as in Study 1, the same six workers, again working in shifts, monitored a work queue and performed microtasks and macrotasks as the system generated them. In this study, all participants interacted with the same email address for the assistant (e.g. cal@calendar.help), and the system took care of providing the necessary context to the workers as they completed each microtask and macrotask.

**Study 3: Field Deployment**

**Purpose:** We conducted a field deployment of Calendar.help to assess user engagement and system performance without the biases introduced by the gratuity and usage requirements of Studies 1 and 2.

**System:** During the field deployment there were two major Calendar.help releases. We refer to the period after the first release as Study 3a and the period after the second release as Study 3b. The user experience was largely consistent across releases. The system, however, was significantly more stable during 3b, as several bugs had been addressed, and it included a robust instrumentation infrastructure. Study 3b included all participants from Study 3a plus new users who organically chose to adopt Calendar.help. In this study, we staffed the microtask and macrotask worker pools using a professional staffing company that provided wages significantly above minimum wage and benefits.

**RESULTS**

**Usage Statistics**

Over the course of the three studies, Calendar.help was used by over one hundred people to schedule thousands of meetings. Table 1 shows a summary of high-level usage statistics for each study. Starting in Study 3b, we introduced a thorough instrumentation system to measure and record detailed real-time system events and usage metrics. For this reason, we focus the analysis of usage statistics presented below on Study 3b. During this time, 178 participants delegated 1,894 meetings to their Calendar.help assistant. These involved a total of 1,981 unique meeting invitees, and 15,659 emails sent and received by Cal. Most of these meeting requests (82%, or 1,626) successfully ended in an meeting being scheduled. The remaining 268 requests that did not end in a scheduled meeting were, for one reason or another, cancelled by the organizer prior to completion. These were typically “test” requests or recruiters...
reaching out to people who might have not been interested in a new job.

User engagement was strong and persistent over the course of the field study (see Figure 3). At peak usage in Study 3b, which was just before a major U.S. holiday, over 250 unique users completed entirely within the microtasking workflows of Tiers times. They were not required to use the system a specific number of times.

Most participants were already familiar with the system and amounted to just 0.74% of all meetings in Study 3b, when participants' desire to meet the usage requirements, as these may be an artifact of either getting to know the system or no invitees (i.e. appointments or reminders). However, this one request. During the initial Wizard of Oz study (Study 1 and 2, never escalating to a macrotask. The remaining 61% of requests were partially processed in Tiers 1 and 2, requiring some intervention by a macrotask worker at some point in the request life-cycle. Table 3 lists the most common reasons for such escalations, including receiving multiple unexpected email responses from an attendee (32%), failure for the attendees to agree on a time (27%), and timing-out while awaiting an attendee’s response (26%).

As one might expect, macrotasks were more time consuming than microtasks. Figure 4 shows density function estimates for the cumulative amount of work time spent per request, broken down into requests that required macrotasks and those that did not. On average, requests that did not require macrotasks took only 2.6 minutes of cumulative work time. Those requiring macrotasks took 19.3 minutes, with 15.93 minutes spent on average on macrotasks and 3.4 minutes on microtasks. Note that these 3.4 minutes do not represent wasted effort. After escalation to Tier 3, the information extracted from Tiers 1 and 2 is passed on to the macrotask worker by prepopulating certain fields in their user interface, which saves them time. Requests requiring macrotasks are likely to be inherently more complex and difficult to schedule. This might explain why even the cumulative time in microtasks for requests requiring Tier 3 is higher than the time spent in microtasking for requests that did not require Tier 3 (3.4 versus 2.6 minutes). Nonetheless, this supports the hypothesis that task execution via microtasking workflows is more efficient than execution with macrotasking.

![Figure 4. Non-parametric density estimates (Gaussian kernel) of the cumulative work time per request in Study 3b. Requests that did not require macrotasks averaged 2.6 minutes of work time, while requests needing macrotasks averaged 19.3 minutes.](image)

Table 3. Reasons for escalation to macro tasks in Study 3b. Note, these are not mutually exclusive: multiple reasons can trigger macrotasks in parallel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple or out of bound email responses from an attendee.</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the proposed times were acceptable to everyone.</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timed-out while waiting for a response from an attendee.</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other / unknown / not instrumented.</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual (worker) escalation in processing ballot response.</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot access organizer’s calendar.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual (worker) escalation in proposing meeting times.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual (worker) escalation in determining attendees.</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boosting Efficiency: Moving from Tier 3 to Tier 2

As we noted, the system architecture leverages historical data to increase task processing efficiency over time. Here we give examples of how, using data collected over the course of the three studies, we identified new ways to boost efficiency by designing additional microtask workflows to prevent requests from escalating to macrotasks.

One way of conceptualizing the system architecture in the Wizard of Oz of Study 1 is as being entirely macrotasks-driven. For each request in Study 1, when the assistant received a new email, the worker had to analyze the request data associated with that email in its entirety to decide what actions to take, without any structured support from the system to guide them. In contrast, by Study 3b, 39% of requests were handled entirely by structured microtasking workflows. Moving from 0% to 39% required continual observations of interaction patterns between the assistant and invitees, and incremental improve-
ments to the design to encode the growing scheduling domain knowledge into workflows.

In early studies, for example, we noticed that in phone meetings, some people wanted the invitees’ phone numbers on the meeting invitations so they could initiate the call. Prior to having a structured workflow to handle this scenario, these requests would go to a macrotask, where the workers could email the invitees and ask them for their phone numbers. After observing this scenario frequently enough, we designed a workflow that could capture this interaction. Several efficiency-improvement observations like this one, led to the workflows of Study 3b.

Despite this progress, it’s clear from the Study 3b data that additional improvements could be made. Table 3 shows common reasons for macrotask escalation. As we continue on this trajectory of increasing system efficiency, we look for structural commonalities in escalations that we can exploit for workflow design improvements.

**Boosting Efficiency: Moving from Tier 2 to Tier 1**

Data from Study 3b also revealed new ways to improve the automatic execution of microtasks. Efforts to introduce automation into the system fall into two categories: (1) automatically handling repeatable, routine tasks in the workflow; and (2) replacing or simplifying the existing microtasks requiring worker’s time and attention. We present three specific automation improvements in these areas, which are based on a systematic analysis of the data obtained from Study 3b. These improvements were not deployed in the field at the time of writing this paper.

**Automated Reminders and Cancellations**

If an invitee fails to respond to a ballot email and a second automated reminder email sent some time later, the workflow engine will, after a reasonable amount of time has passed, escalate the request to an expert worker in macrotasks to try to resolve the unresponsiveness. Based on the analysis of the reasons for macrotask escalation shown in Table 3, we observed such scenarios to be the third most common reason for escalation, accounting for 26% of macrotask escalations.

Since the automated reminder emails successfully yield an estimated 15%-22% additional ballot responses, we decided to implement a second automated reminder, for invitees who still are unresponsive after receiving the first one. We expect this reminder to yield an additional 5%-7% responses without having to involve macrotask workers to manually write such reminders.

Despite the automated and manual reminders, and other attempts by the macrotask workers to elicit responses, we discovered that 14% of all the requests never receive a response and are eventually ignored. Based on these results, we introduced an automated cancellation of the request in situations where no response has been received after the second automated reminder. Before a cancellation happens, however, a warning is automatically sent to the meeting organizer, giving them a chance to intervene. Unless the meeting organizer decides to keep the meeting, it is automatically cancelled without requiring additional effort from any worker.

**Table 4. Feature categories and examples for predicting ballot responses.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>Monday, Tuesday, etc.</td>
<td>Let’s do it on Monday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal words</td>
<td>first, second, etc.</td>
<td>Only the first option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical words</td>
<td>and, or, etc.</td>
<td>Monday and Tuesday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifiers</td>
<td>all, any, none, etc.</td>
<td>All options work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Extraction of Ballot Selection**

The ballot selection microtask maps the given set of ballot time options and the invitee’s ballot email response to the subset of choices the invitee selects from the time options. The options have a precise structural form, with attributes like the day, time, date, and time zone. Users either mark their choices directly by referring to any option using its attributes (e.g. “Monday at 2pm works for me”) or indirectly using different language constructs (e.g. “any time after 4pm.”)

To automate this task, one could use semantic-parsing to map utterances onto logical constructs that indicate which of the options have been selected [2]. Instead, we explore a much simpler approach by recasting the problem to multiple binary classification tasks on each ballot option, assuming the invitee independently selects one or many choices from the presented options.

Formally, we can define the task as follows: Every response to a ballot $i$ with $K$ options is a set of 3-tuples for $k = 1 \ldots K$, 

$$
\{ k : (r_i, o_i^k, s_i^k) \},
$$

where $r_i$ is the text response from the user, $o_i^k$ is the $k^{th}$ option in the $i^{th}$ ballot and $s_i^k$ is a binary variable indicating whether this option is selected by the user or not, as given by workers who executed the microtask. We create a binary indicator feature vector for every pair $r_i$ and $o_i^k$, by checking for the presence of hand tuned dictionary words in the response. The feature vector serves as an input to a binary classifier and $s_i^k$ serves as the supervision. Table 4 shows a sample of different words in broad feature categories in the hand-tuned dictionary.

We selected a sample of ballot responses from microtask output data that had been manually executed in Study 3a and 3b, using 80% to train the classifier and 20% to test it. Every response was converted to lowercase and tokenized into words to extract the binary features. We evaluated the model using two metrics: accuracy in predicting each individual ballot choice independently and accuracy in predicting the exact subset of choices on the ballot. We compared Calendar.help’s trained classifier with a trivial baseline classifier which predicts the most frequent label in our training data. Table 5 shows the results of this comparison.

This illustrates that data from manually executed microtasks can be used to train machine learning models that can be used to automate the microtask. Even though this model was developed offline after the study was concluded, it’s possible to imagine a more sophisticated model operating on live data, which completely automates the ballot response task in high confidence scenarios and falls back to manual execution when its confidence is low.
We used the following heuristics: (1) Use only the duration and date categories from SUTime\(^6\) to extract and interpret time expressions within the user’s request email. Because Calendar.help receives a request at any stage of a person’s ongoing email conversation with other people, there may be multiple valid time expressions within the thread, not all of which are relevant for scheduling purposes. This makes full automation of this task hard. Instead of building a learning system as a first step, our approach was to use heuristic rules to obtain the duration and time of the meeting.

We used the following heuristics: (1) Use only the duration and date categories from SUTime\(^6\), (2) For long email threads, select only time expressions from the latest email, and (3) If multiple time expressions are found, choose the expression closest to the mention of the assistant’s name, “Cal,” or the first one if Cal is not mentioned.

By employing these heuristics on a sample of 994 requests from Study 3a and 3b, we achieved 62% accuracy in predicting the duration of the meeting and 39% accuracy in predicting the meeting time.

Even though it is encouraging to see the usefulness of these heuristics, one can argue that a system that learns meeting times and durations based on contextual features from emails would outperform a heuristics-based one. However, such a learning system would first require many annotated examples marking the correct text corresponding to meeting time and duration. To gather more data, and as an intermediate step for using fully automated predictions in production, we used all the extracted times from a request as suggestions for a microtask worker, with the intention that these could assist the worker. The microtask worker can mark if one or all of the suggested times are correct. Designing assisted microtasks in this way helps to improve worker efficiency in the short term, and provides the required annotation that a learning system can use in the future.

### The User Experience

Over the course of the three studies, we heard from users through interviews and email conversations. Here we aggregate common themes and anecdotes of the experience of having a virtual scheduling assistant. All participants’ names have been changed to respect their privacy.

**Saving Time through Delegation**

Users reported feeling that they were saving time and being more productive because they were delegating their scheduling tasks to Cal. One direct way this delegation saved people time was by reducing the number of emails they had to read and write. As one participant said:

> “Everyone writes so many emails every day. There’s several emails confirming a meeting. It’s nice to just not to have to do that.”

Another user was more precise, estimating that the burden of scheduling a single meeting was about three to five minutes, time that could be saved by delegating the task to Cal:

> “Each time with Cal, I’m saving 3–5 minutes. In the process of that, it could save me 2–3 hours of work [per week], probably.”

Calendar.help sent and received over twenty thousand emails on behalf of its users across the three studies.

In addition to the time saved in reading and writing email, people specifically liked the fact that Calendar.help tracked the invitees’ responses and followed up with them if they did not reply. Some users indicated that this was the biggest burden for them, as many people tend to be unresponsive to invitations.

> “I have at least three to five [meetings] in a week and it takes a long time to schedule with anyone because everyone is either unresponsive or they’ll just give me a whole bunch of different times.”

However, there was a delicate balancing act between being helpful and being annoying in optimizing the parameters of the automated follow-up logic. Sometimes the system fell on the wrong side of this line. In one case, an invitee (who was a potential job candidate) complained to the meeting organizer (a recruiter) that Cal was being a little too pushy. The organizer had to do some (light-hearted) damage control:

> “That Cal sure is pushy! Don’t worry, I made sure to share this feedback with his manager [meaning our team]. The last thing I want to do is have our scheduling assistant annoy a person we are trying to recruit.”

We mitigated some of these concerns by ensuring follow-up emails were only sent out during business hours, but additional optimization might be needed.

### Introducing the Assistant

Considerable variation was observed in how people introduced Cal to their meeting invitees. In most cases, Cal was mentioned explicitly as an ‘assistant’ or a ‘scheduling assistant’ that would take care of setting up the meeting:

> “I am also including my scheduling assistant, Cal, in this thread. Cal will schedule a date/time for us to chat further.”

Often, these requests would include additional instructions or prompts for Cal to follow:

> “Adding Cal for scheduling – Cal, can you find Ariana and I an hour to talk sometime soon?”

---

\(^5\) http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/

\(^6\) SUTime marks time expressions by categorizing them into 4 categories: time, date, category and set.
In other cases, the organizers didn’t explicitly introduce Cal as an assistant, and instead addressed him directly, making his subordinate role as an assistant implicit in their request:

“Cal, can you please help calendar some time for us? Please make it a Skype meeting.”

Cal is also often added onto existing email threads when scheduling needs arise, even as other human participants of the thread are dropped off:

“I think we can drop Greg to BCC; adding Cal from my side. Cal, can you work with Kaitlin to find 60 minutes for Todd and I sometime next week, preferably later in the week when I’m back on EST?”

In the last case, one can argue that Cal was sometimes treated as an equal participant of the conversation, indistinct from the human participants.

In other cases, organizers clearly introduced Cal as distinctly non-human. For example here, Cal is described as a ‘virtual assistant’:

“I’m cc’ing my virtual assistant (Cal) to help with scheduling. Please let us know when might be a good time for a call.”

Similarly, other users used the term ‘scheduling bot’, ‘digital assistant’, or simply ‘bot.’ Additional work is needed to explore what impact, if any, these different ways of introducing Cal has on the resulting scheduling interactions between Cal and the attendees.

Social Status

In many cases, invitees thought of Cal as a real person.

“A lot of people thought I had an actual, like, live assistant, which is actually pretty funny. But I think you guys are on the right track by giving it a human element, because it definitely comes across. It does not seem very automated at all. So that’s a nice, personal touch to it.”

This ‘human element’ of Cal had interesting social implications for the organizer. Because personal assistants are typically reserved for senior roles, such as executives, some participants perceived a status increase while using Cal.

“The other best thing [about Cal] was people thought it was really cool and they’re like, ‘What is this Margret? How come you have an electronic assistant? How can I get one?’ and I’m thinking, ‘How can I keep him?’ Right? Because it was really cool.”

This status bump was not always welcome. One participant was in an outreach role within his company that required him to cultivate a network of peers in other companies, whom he met with regularly. He felt that having an assistant might add friction to these professional relationships, as he didn’t wish to be elevated above the people he meets with. He sometimes referred to Cal as his ‘colleague’ instead of his assistant, to mitigate this concern.

People were also conscious of the relative status of the person they were meeting with when using Calendar.help, typically avoiding Calendar.help for setting up meetings with people who are more senior to them in their organization.

Pushing Boundaries

Because interaction with Calendar.help was natural and open-ended, users were not always certain about what the system could do for them. Sometimes the system’s capabilities surprised them by performing something they did not anticipate. For example, one user who thought Cal could only handle the initial scheduling was surprised when rescheduling request was addressed:

“Loving Cal so far! It even took care of a reschedule nicely and scheduled it for 2pm the same day, it was magical.”

Other times the requests users made stretched beyond what Cal could handle. For example, another user asked Cal to do some basic research for him in preparation for his meeting:

“I asked him a question. I was actually looking for some very important information about the federal law and he came back and said he [couldn’t] do that quite yet but if he could, he would.”

Although research tasks are beyond even the broad scope of Calendar.help, other requests were at the boundary of what Calendar.help was designed for. For example, some users wanted to have a summary of the meetings scheduled for the week, while others wanted help getting a PIN for a conference call from their IT department.

As these requests indicate, even the domain of meeting scheduling can involve many different processes in different work environments. Requests like these represent potential areas for growth, but also indicate the need for explicit guidelines for the macrotask workers to scope their responsibilities, especially because users are likely to test the boundaries.

DISCUSSION

By looking at how hundreds of Calendar.help subscribers used the system to schedule thousands of meetings, we showed that it is possible to handle a broad range of calendaring needs efficiently and robustly using a novel three-tiered architecture. By seamlessly combining automation, microtasking, and macrotask execution, we were able to take the approach used in Wizard of Oz studies [21] out of the lab and into the wild.

Study 1 was entirely Wizard of Oz based, but as we learned common tasks through continued usage we were able to decompose these aspects into microtasks for manual execution, and eventually – as we collected enough usage data – for automation. We believe that this progressive Wizard in the Wild design approach can be applied to other complex tasks in a way that will enable robust intelligent systems to support people before they are more thoroughly automated.

Calendar.help’s three-tiered architecture could be seen as an intermediate stage on the long and technically challenging path to full artificial intelligence, at least for narrow domains like scheduling. Despite advances in natural language processing, extracting information from free-text is still error-prone and algorithms often make mistakes that seem trivial to humans.
Improving automation requires large amounts of high-quality training data. The Wizard-in-the-Wild approach offers a platform to collect and annotate this data in realistic settings, while simultaneously providing a service to end users.

To support the transition to automation Calendar.help employs assisted microtasks, which use automation to suggest answers to microtasks but require worker verification. Assisted microtasks help workers perform tasks quicker, as they typically require only yes/no verifications. They also help minimize mistakes that would occur during automation, and enable the collection of valuable training data that allows for a gradual ramping-up of automation over time.

In general, automation helps people avoid having to complete routine and tedious work, which allows them to devote time to more complex, creative work. Our goal with Calendar.help is not to replace personal assistants, but rather to support a democratization of the service, allowing more people – including personal assistants – to worry less about scheduling. Further, Calendar.help enables workers who chose to remain focused on scheduling to become more efficient by working through the system to provide scheduling expertise to a larger set of people than currently possible.

It remains an open question as to whether complete automation is a desirable outcome. Even for scheduling tasks that are easily automated we sometimes observed that the Calendar.help macrotask approach provided users with unexpected value. Cal informed one user, for example, of a typo in her email signature during a routine scheduling interaction. The benefits of rich human interaction can be lost if rapid movement towards cost-effective automation is prioritized too early. We may find that some users in the automated future wish to keep these human-in-the-loop elements, perhaps at a premium.

**Architecture Limitations**

Despite the benefits provided by Calendar.help’s three-tiered architecture, there are some limitations. For one, workflow design is not trivial. Significant resources are needed to fine-tune the structured microtasks so that they are resilient to worker errors and can accommodate a diverse pool of workers. Further, debugging workflows can be complex, as they can have numerous execution paths that must be considered. Because of this, workflows may be better-suited for problems with a limited number of states. Scheduling, though complex, is a narrowly scoped problem, making it suitable for this kind of architecture. Much more open ended scenarios, such as with a general-purpose conversational assistant, may be difficult to support and implement with a workflow-based approach.

Additionally, the cost of having humans in the loop from the beginning of the design process is potentially prohibitive for some system designers. This is particularly salient if the goal is to create real-time systems where low latency is essential. Since the architecture depends on a layer of macrotask workers, these workers require training and expertise to execute the macrotasks. Training requires time and resources that need to be taken into account during the design of the system. Additionally, this training could impact the ability to quickly scale the system up while maintaining quality.

Calendar.help’s architecture also means that the end user never knows exactly who – or what – they are communicating with when they email Cal. It is important that the system transparently communicate that multiple humans may be involved in processing requests. Although participants never expressed a concern about privacy, hybrid intelligence systems like Calendar.help must ensure they do not inappropriately expose personal information. Calendar.help addressed this by having workers sign non-disclosure agreements and by designing microtasks to include only the information needed to complete the task. There may also be ways to intentionally break tasks down such that potentially identifiable information is separated into different microtasks and is therefore unidentifiable (or more difficult to identify) in isolation [23]. The structured workflows and automated support for microtasks used by Calendar.help could also be harnessed by the users themselves to more easily complete their own scheduling tasks through self-sourcing [34].

**System Limitations**

We observed some usability limitations with Calendar.help. For complex meetings, particularly those with a large number of invitees, it was sometimes difficult for the assistant to converge on a meeting time without sharing calendar information among all invitees. In these cases shared polling approaches may be more efficient, since people will sometimes change their constraints based on awareness of others [19].

Although meeting organizers saved considerable time by delegating their scheduling to Calendar.help, meeting invitees still had to handle the burden of manually responding to Cal with their availability. In some cases, this might be frustrating for them, as they have to cross reference the possible time options with their online calendars, which requires coordination. Ideally, Calendar.help should also be a smooth experience for invitees. We also saw friction in using Calendar.help for setting up meetings for people within teams in a large enterprise with complex demands for meeting room reservations, where existing solutions for sharing internal calendar information for booking meetings were already in place.

**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we introduce Calendar.help, a system that provides fast, efficient, personalized scheduling through structured workflows. Users communicate with Cal as if it were a personal assistant, but only the most challenging calendaring tasks emailed to the system are done by trained assistants. Instead, common calendaring tasks are broken down and completed by microtask workers or automated processes. We described an iterative approach used to develop Calendar.help, and shared what we learned about the transition between the macro-calendaring task and structured calendaring microtasks by deploying the system to hundreds of users. Hybrid intelligence systems like Calendar.help, successfully transition between macrotasks and microtasks and can enable people to seamlessly delegate a wide range of complex tasks to agents powered by machines and people of varying expertise.
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